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The publication of a professional peri-
odical by the University of Oregon Li-
brary is not a new venture. Many of our
readers will remember The Call Number,
which last appeared in the Spring of
1969. It was originally a house organ,
later a vehicle for articles based primar-
ily on library resources. It offered biblio-
graphic essays, articles on books and au-
thors, historical pieces, photographic es-
says, professional papers, and editions of
original letters or diaries. A number of
these contributions attracted national at-
tention; at least two were of international
interest; several were reprinted in other
magazines or books; many were cited as
footnotes in scholarly journals.

Imprint:Oregon, while a new title, is
essentially old wine in a new bottle. The
editorial policy will be similar: the pub-
lication of literate articles of general in-
terest, based on special resources of the
University of Oregon Library, written by
members of the faculty, particularly li-
brarians, by students, and by friends of
the Library.

Publication of this new magazine,
which will appear semi-annually, is made
possible by the support of the Patrons
and Friends of the University of Oregon
Library.

This first number of Imprint:Oregon
features a series of letters by Elizabeth
Orion Jones, artist, illustrator, and writer
of hooks for children. They are among
Miss Jones's papers in the University Li-
brary, a collection that includes original
illustrations, scrapbooks and correspond.
ence.

While the letters convey their own en-
thusiasm and charm, they are of particu-
lar importance in the history of printing
and publishing. They describe a time and
place in the "Golden Age" of children's
book publishing in the United States. The

time was 30 to 40 years ago, and the place
was the office of Mr. and Mrs. William
C. D. Glaser.

The product of "Bill and Lillian"
Glaser was among the bestperhaps the
bestbook design and printing in a very
special and important field. The Glasers
created children's books as works of art,
books that could be, and were, regarded
as among the choicest products in any
publishing year. They were sought out
by publishers, authors and artists, all of
whom knew that to be "done by" the
Glasers was a professional coup, and a
long step toward a Newbery, Caldecott or
Fifty Best award.

Under the tutelage and with the en-
couragement of the Glasers, Miss Jones
illustrated her book, Maminka's Children.
Her description of their methods and am-
bitions is a noteworthy contribution to
the annals of bibliography and publish-
ing. In her account she refers to Willy
Pogany, Kate Seredy, Kurt Wiese, Maude
and Miska Petersham, Ingri and Edgar
Parin d'Aulaireartists alland all of
whom are, among many others, repre-
sented in the University of Oregon Li-
brary by collections of original works.

The letters of Miss Jones are, there-
fore, not only delightful and important.
They are appropriate as a subject for a
University of Oregon Library publica-
tion.
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Printer's Life Is The Life For Me!
It was spring, 1940, and I was in New York. I had come to finish my book, Ma-

ininka's Children, scheduled for fall publication. I had worked on the illustrations
many weeks in my studio at home in Highland Park, Illin
drawings and sent them on to my editor, Doris S. Patee
The key drawings were being photographed in the usual
in half-tone. The color would be done separately by a p
presence at the printers.

The printers were Mr. and Mrs. William C. 1). Glaser (Bill and Lillian). Their
work, much in demand at that time, particularly for children's books, featured a
special process of drawing on grained plate glass with a very hard pencilwhich
produced results comparable to printing from lithographic stones in the European
tradition. As a matter of fact, two artists with European training and background,
Willy Pogany and Miska Petersham, had aided and advised Bill Glaser in the work.
ing out of this process. Offset lithography was used rather than the traditional direct
contact method of printing, making large editions possible. The drawing was done
by the artist on a large rectangle of glass fitted to a specially-built table. When the
drawing was finished the glass was taken up and laid upon a sensitized metal plate.
The drawing was transferred onto the metal plate by light passing through the trans-
parent areas of the glass. No camera was used. The final page gave an unusual sense
of directness, a "feel" of the artist's own hand.

The Glasers were perfectionists. Their schedule was full, their space limited. They
used the facilities of the Brett Lithographing Company in Long Island City, and rented
space in the Brett building. Two or three artists only could be accomodated at the
glass tables at one lime. It was difficult work, time-consuming and often exasperating.
It required unusual patience and technical interest which every artist doesn't neces-
sarily have. Today, of course, acetate film is available in almost any desired thickness
and with many kinds of surface. It is reliable, inexpensive, and easily transportable,
bringing the process, so special then, into the studio of any artist anywhere. Had
this been so in 1910 I could have saved time, money, and goodness knows how many
subway rides by doing my Maminka color separations at home in my own studio. I
wouldn't have had to go to New York at all. But I'd have missed the whole experience
of living the printer's life for a while. I might never have met the Glasers. I certainly
would never have had a toothbrush of my own in their distinguished collection! I'd
have missed all that I "wouldn't have missed for anything" without even realizing
what I was missing.

I had illustrated half a dozen books for children since my first, Ragman of Paris,
which grew, story and all, out of my own experience. During a time of loneliness
after returning from a wonderful year in Paris, studying painting, I began writing
and drawing certain things and feelings I wanted to keep. Is wasn't a book I decided
to do, exactly. It was a need which turned into a book. Mauzin/ca's Children was an-
other such need. It grew out of what I like to call my Bohemian heritage. During all
the years of my childhood there were Bohemjans in our homeMamie, who cooked
for us, Pantsy. our nurse, and, later, Maria came from the Old Country which, by
then, was part of Czechoslovakia. I wanted not only to keep but to share with children
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everywhere the essence of all they gave to us: the fun, the jokes, the kind of delight
in simple things which is uniquely Bohemian. So Mamie turned into Maminka, Pantsy
became Aunt Pantsy, and Maria was Aunt Matylda, whose stockings were em-
broidered all over with pink and red roses. The children, Nanka, Marianka and Honzi-
chek, were Mamie's own children.

When the first version of the story was finished I sent it to Doris Patee with whom
I had been working on several illustration jobs. She liked it and accepted Ma,ninka's
Children for publication by Macmillan. I rewrote it a couple of times (I usually do).
Then came the planning of the format and sketches for the illustrations. Maminka was
insistent, to say the least. She and her children occupied most of my waking hours
for a year before that very cold day in January 1940, when Doris was in Chicago for
her annual conference with the midwestern sales representatives. Doris and I spent
that day in her room at the Blackstone hotel in an orgy of cutting the galleys, counting
the lines, planning the signatures, pasting the dummy, and working out our schedule
of making Maminka into a book.

There would be nine full-page pictures printed in five colors, the jacket also in five
colors, and the remainder, half-page pictures, chapter headings and spots, would be
in two colors. Doris had already made arrangements with the Glasers who were to
print the book. Since 1 lived so far from New York we decided that the black and
white work, the key drawings, had better be executed in my own studio, to be repro-
duced in half-tone. The color separations I could do on glass. We set April 1 as the
deadline for completion of all the black and white work. Doris would reserve a table
for me at the Glasers as soon after that as they could be ready with the black and
white half-tone plates all made and blue-printed onto the glass.

A deadline can cause quite a build-up of tension as the days roll by. Drawings must
be done over, some twice over. There are mishaps. There's "getting stuck." Midnight
oil is burned more and more extravagantly as the deadline nears. By March 31 my
studio was a panorama of pandemonium, and I was ready to drop with fatigue. But
the work was done.

"Well, the pictures looked pretty nice at the last, all laid out like little dead people,"
I wrote to my mother, who was away on a trip. I wrapped the pictures and managed
to get the big package to the Express office just in time for Maminka and her children
to catch a night plane which would get them to Doris next morningdespite a last-
minute catastrophe. Pylee, my silver Persian cat, had become so excited during the
great wrapping-and-taping-and-tying ceremony that he suddenly lost control and
soaked the package! "Was I ever embarrassed, to take such a wet thing to Mr.
Steffen!" I wrote. "But I think everything's all right inside. I put a great deal of
packing in. But the Macmillan office will probably smell! And Doris will wonder
why!"

On April 8th Doris said to come. On the 9th I boarded "The General" in Chicago
and arrived next morning at Penn Station in New York. I checked in at the Parkside
Hotel where, betwixt and between-times, I wrote letters (here considerably condensed
and edited) to my mother and father at home in Highland Park.

ELIZABETH ORTON JONES
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April 13 (Saturday)
Dearest Marmalade and Popova:

I haven't a stitch of ink, so please excuse!--my hotel inkwell must have dried up
5 years ago. But except for it I like my little room with my own Johnny and shower.
I'd much rather have a shower than a tub. Showers help you to get going in the
morning.

I'm having such a nice time before my job begins. I feel like a butterfly just meta-
morphosed from a worm. Got to N.Y. Wednesday A.M. as planned. "The General"
was late, but it was a grand tril). Went to see l)oris at Macmillan's1 that afternoon.
They're standing on their heads with enthusiasm over Maminka. Doris says I can
pick any of the pictures I like and have my next Christmas card run with the book,
right on the same paper. Wouldn't that be swell? I'm getting very excited. Then we
had a beautiful dinner by the fire at Doris's house.

Back here by 8:30. Lucinda and Peg3 arrived. Lucinda got a room here and she and
Peg & 1 had a grand pow-wow until about 11:30. Then Peg went home to her Base-
ment and Lucinda and I went on talking about literature & the creative experience
until 2:00 A.M. We had good sleeps and met for breakfast and began again. We
talked about life and immortality until I saw her off on the 12:30 train to Washington.

That was Thursday, wasn't it? Later on, about 4:00, I wandered over to the
Myerses', just around the corner from here, and returned at 2:00 A.M.! Found them
living in the most amazing architecturally-insane but charming two-floor sort of
communal penthouse of tremendous proportions. It's a place of business by day and
a home by night. Marcia and her author-husband live there, too. After dinner came
a guy who used to be at U. of Chicago whom I never knewonly "of"with one of
those starving artists we're always hearing about, a most intelligent girl. She works
mostly for the New Yorker. Everything on speculation. Makes 100 drawings and they
take five, throw the rest away, that sort of thing. Well, there we all sat. This new way
of talking, using initials instead of words, is pretty Greek to me. They talked about
the unions and the utilities (shich they think are lousy) & communism and the
Rosicrucians. They sat sipping highball after highball & smoking & smoking & smok-
ing. I managed a little wine, to be polite, and smoked, too. And every line of talk
ended up in the same alley, a orL-of: does anybody know how I can get a little money?
And their faces weren't happy faces. They were very, very tired faces. There's some-
thing about these young people trying to make their way in New York, something
very sad. I don't know, I felt so out of their world, they might as well have been
people from Mars. I couldn't help thinking of the fact that they are my age. But oh!
how much older they seem! Lucinda is more than twice my age. Yet she and I talk
the same language. I wonderwhat is it?

Yesterday 1 woke up at noon! It was raining and dreary, so I had brunch and
went to Cone With the Wind, which I think is stupendous. Marvelous acting. But
glory! what a dose! So 1 went to bed early.

1 The Macmillan Company, then at 60 Fifth Ave.
32 Bank Street.

3 Ruth Sawyer (Mrs. Albert C. Durand),renowned storyteller, author; a family friend, we called
her Lucinda, her name for her 12-year-old self in Roller Skates, the Newbery Medal hook for 1937.
Peggy Durand, Ruth Sawyer's daughter, was taking library training under the auspices of the
N.Y. Public Library. She shared a basement apartment with several girls.
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The Glasers aic ready today. Iut Doris couldn't go, & she won't lel me go alone
(Glasers & I must be property introduced! Then they said lo start tomorrow,
Sunday. as the work all the time. But Doris said, "Indeed not!" So Monday it is.

And is it cold! I nearly perished last night! This morning outside. about 3 inches
of snow. and lots of men shoveling! Well, you know, Doris is so dear! Over she came,
first thing, with a pair of woolen underpants, a pair of galoshes & a lapin coat! I
didnt need the pants and galoshes. but certainly do appreciate the coat.

Miss McKee, the advertising gal at Macmillan's. already had a cut made of Old
Grampa being Kozel.° You ought to be seeing it soon.

(C

Today I went story-telling with Peg, at a Jewish branch library away down on
2nd Avenue. It wasfun, and Peg tells stories beautifully She and I had a grand
leisurely lunch at Wanamaker's & then I walked back here. And now it's almost 4
o'clock. Doris & I are to have dinner at her house and go to a movie. Tomorrow Peg
& I are going out to spend the day with David.4 And Mon. my job begins. I can hardLy
wait!

Illustration for "Maminka's Children."
(All illustrations herein, except on page 14, are from the Elizabeth Orton Jones Collection.)

April 14 (Sunday)

I'm having such jun! And you know, I've never felt farther away from bow.knot.
ism.7 Oh, I eat such a lot and sleep such a lot and am so happy. Doris has a bow-knot,

' David Durand, Ruth Sawyer's son, Peggy's brother.
The Glasers place of business was at 47-07 Pierson Place, Long Island City.

6 Page 50, Maminka's Children.
Nervous stomach: the feeling of having one's middle tied into a how-knot. Evidently a common

complaint in the children's book world in 1940!
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though. I've got to be careful of her. She's going away for two days while I'm working,
to try to get rid of it.

Today we had a perfectly lovely time at Hillside, David's Bureau of Economic Re-
search, which is an old mansion on the Hudson. Very much in the country. David
and Peg are such nice kids & I feel so much at home with them; with all Durands I
feel at home, almost as much so as with Joneses. And we had a lovely supper in the
Basement when we got back, soup, salad bowl, and Charlie McCarthy on the radio.
And Peg's Bob5 came, and did we chin about books and bindings and processes! He's
such a dear guy, with a grin thai goes literally from ear to ear.

Doris and I saw Pinocchio last night. It isn't Collodi's Pinocchio of course. It's
Disney's. But I liked itall but too much of the whale. We had dinner at the White
Turkey. I made a perfect pig of myself and ate everything in sight.

Now I inns! go to bed, to get up early-early tomorrow, to work. Good night!

April 18 (Thursday)

I wisht I had a typewriter, for there's so much to say & so little time in which to
say it! It's almost nine o'clock, and I just got home & into my teacosy,° after taking
today's proofs over to Doris's, having dinner, etc.

I'm learning such a lot that I couldn't begin to tell you about, not even if I kept
writing for a month, all about printing processes and the making of books. Oh, it's
wonderful! I'm learning things that I've been longing to know for years. I guess you
can't learn these things in any school except the school of experience! I'm really
going to know how to make books after this!

Well, I go on a couple of subways & finally arrive at Long Island City where I
get off & walk across the longest bridge over the Pennsylvania yards, and pretty soon
there is the Brett Lithograghing Company, & on the second floor oi that is the Glasers.
It's a kind of office, very nice, with big glass-topped tables and high piles of book
rnper everywhere. On the highest pile lives Brett the cat in an apartment made of
two orange crates, like a doll's house. He has 4 rooms with little blankets in 3 of them
& a catnip mouse in ihe other. He rotates and takes snoozes first upstairs, then down-
stairs. There's a great big front room where the Glasers work & where the artists come
to talk about their work and their problems, which are usually the same as mine. It's
fun to listen to them from where I sit in ihe back room at my glass table. If they're
there for lunch or tea I meet them. Otherwise not. Helene Carter1° came in with a
book, finished. And she was raving on about how she simply could not go through
the agony of making another unless she could gel hold of herself & not be so wrapped
up in it as to be absolutely sick at her stomach all the time. "Why must I suffer so?"
says she out there. "Why must I love my work nearly to distraction?" And on and
on, while I sat chortling over my work, because it was me all over!

Robert McCloskey, to whom Peggy Durand was engaged at this time. Later they married and
became the proud parents of Sally (see Blueberries for Sal) and Jane (see Time of Wonder and
One Morning in Maine). A Viking author-illustrator, Bob was to become not only distinguished
but beloved in the children's book world.

° A long, ciuite-hideous quilted robe worn not only for warmth but for muse-calling purposes.
1 seemed to be able to think better in it. An old studio appurtenance, I had brought it with me.

ill Well-known author-illustrator. The book was Smoky and Pinocchio (Lippincott, 1940). Smoky
was her Persian cat, a shade darker than mine. We exchanged many a cat story.
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window beside me & a light underneath the glass. Outside the window are the Penns
yards and the Sunshine Biscuit Company. It's wonderful being next door to the
Sunshine Biscuit Co. The Glasers just send a boy over, at tea time, and he comes back
with a huge bag of broken cookies, all for IOq. At lunch time we get out the picnic
basket, set a glass table with a yellow cloth and blue dishes. and it's a grand meal.
Today: hot creamed chicken & mushrooms, out of a thermos of course, salad, cottage
cheese, bread & butter, cake & coffee. The Glasers' maid puts it up each morning.

Well, they're (lear. And chummy. Everybody is "first names." They're Bill and
Lillian & I'm Elizabeth or Lizabetta. They aren't dirty printers at all. quite the oppo-
site. My goodness! Such cleanliness! A glass plate can't be left, even for lunch, with'

g it with paper and taping the paper down with Sc
absolutek evcryzl,.ing, must be put neatly away

ut it's good for me. Arid they're quite nervous a

8

I sit at a big glass sort of desk with a back, so that no one can see me. There's a

out coverin otch tape. And at night
everything, . They're terribly per-
snickety. B nd terribly sensitive &
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heart-and-soul in their work. One has to be careful and always sweet and patient.
But they know their onions, and they know they know their onions! And I know it.
You'd be amazed at their huge case of books, which they unlock for me whenever I
feel like browsing. They've done so many of the really beautiful books for children
published in the past five years. Things like the d'Aulaires' Abraham Lincoln and
George Washington,11 almost all of the Petershams' books,12 and Ludwig Bemelmans'
(who, by the way, Bill says, delivers drawings on any old kind of paper, even toilet
paper!), Kate Seredy's The White Stag,18 and Little Ones14remember?with il-
lustrations by Kurt Wieseoh, shelves of them! and not one is anything other than
Very High Class book making.

Bill's taken me in hand. He says I'm a born book craftsman! Everything that goes
on there he teaches me. Today, for instance, some drawings of Marguerite Kirmse's11
were going to be shot. They were line drawing on Ross board. So Bill pastes them up,
brings them in, explains the photographic process of shooting for line, shows me how
the light parts of the drawings are too light and the darks too close on the Ross board,
explains why some of the lights will probably lose in the process & some of the darks
will gain, explains what they have to do to try to avoid it, etc. Then, having saved a
little corner for me, he gives me a piece of Ross board & I make a little sketch which
is pasted up, too, to go through the proces so that I can keep it and know in the future
what to avoid and what to aim for in drawing for line reproduction. Tomorrow
morning the proofs will come down.

Bill lets me try every process this way. He says he's even going to let me try stone.
And he's going to take me to the photography department, the plate room, the press
room, etc., to teach me everything from the workman's point of view.

What with all this i'm really working on my job. Don't think I'm not! The 2-color
pictures are on the glass right now. You know how the David'0 blue-prints looked?
Well, these look like those except these are blue-printed onto a big rectangle of frosted
plate glass instead of onto paper. 1 draw on that frosted surface with a very hard
lead-pencil, 9Hthat's hard!--but even 9H wears down so quickly that it has to be
sharpened between almost every stroke. In a way, it's easy because the key drawings
are right there & I draw over the blue which is only a guide and doesn't show up in
the process at all. But it's very SLOW. There's no hurrying at the Glasers! It takes
just about a whole morning to do one color for one picture. And when that's done,
in comes Lillian with a teeny weeny magnifying glass so strong that a pencil line
looks like a coal pile through it. And she goes over every square hundredth-of.an-inch
& tells me where my dots are too far apart & where they're too close together. Re-
member once I told you how a pencil line is really a succession of dots? Well, that's
what I'm working withthe dots! which are where the pencil rubs the high places

11 Ingri and Edgar Parin d'Aulaire, author-illustrators of many children's books, published by
Doubleday. Their Abraham Lincoln won the Caldeeott Medal for 1939.

12 Author-illustrators of many children's hooks. They were awarded the Caldecott Medal for
The Rooster Crows (Macmillan, 1946).

13 The White Stag (Viking, 1937) won the Newbery Medal.
14 Little Ones by Dorothy Kunhardt (Viking, 1935).
18 Illustrator specializing in dogs. This hook was Rusty, the Little Red Dachshund by Dorothy

K. L'Hommedieu (Lippincott, 1940). Her etchings of Scotties created a regular Scottie craze in
the early 1930s.

10 A picture book with Bible text which 1 illustrated: David (Macmillan, 1937).
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or humps of the frosted glass. I have to work with a magnifier, too, but not as strong
a one as Lillian's. Also, there's a little needle-kind-of-knife with which one scrapes
away, carefully, the dots if there are too many or if they are too close together. Oh,
it's fun! I eat it up! It's thrilling to work on that surface of glass, and Maminka and
her children do look so pretty with the light underneath shining up through them.

I don't know how long I'll be here. I don't seem to care. The longer it takes the
more I'll learn. I'm delighted with the whole business.

Yesterday Marguerite Kirmse was there all day, doing just what Doris and I did
that day in chicago at the Blackstone (cutting galleys and pasting up a dummy).
Such countings of lines as I heard from the other room! Such rustlings and rattlings
of paper! And Marguerite saying, "But I must have a picture of the little gray rooster
here! I simpiy must!" And Lillian saying, "But Marguerite! You can't! It's on the
wrong side of the sheet!"

Marguerite is a peach. She's Scotch, & she plays the harp & has seven dachshunds.
I told her of our passion for her dog etchings while we were in college, a great fad,
really, & how I first learned to know what an etching was, from hers, & how I still
have a scrapbook of her work. She was quite touched. She drove me home after work
& told me about the book she made on glass last summer. "How long did it take you
to do the color?" sez I. "Two months!" sez she.

Tomorrow Willy Pogany will be with us, working on glass. I'm greatly looking
forward to it.

Oh, it's a great place. I can't possibly describe it to you. I'm sure you'd want me
to be in it as long as I need to be. Bill says I must stay until everything is done, all
the proving & ink-mixing etc. I'm to help mix the colors. Imagine that! So I dunno.
Anyway, I feel very much at home in & part of this life.

And then, you see, I come back here to my little room, put my teacosy, & very
comfortably write to you. And on my window sill is a bottle of milk. And in my desk
drawer are some Sunshine Biscuits. And these I drink & eat before jumping into bed.

Poor Doris couldn't go to Rhode Island17 to get rid of her bow-knot. No time.
When I went there this evening, she'd been shopping all day. I think it's awful when
busy people like Doris have to go shopping. Well, she got a sweet blue-chiffon evening
gown in which to make her speech at the final inner of the convention oi all the
librarians in Texas. Part of the speech is about Maminka's Children. At that I have
to laughme at the Glasers' with the magnifying glass drawing it, and Doris in Texas
in a blue evening gown talking about it!

So Pylee is naughty!18 Tell him I have another cat friend with a nose half pink and
half black who gets a picnic lunch every day: a chicken leg wrapped in oil paper. (I
don't know how there can be so many legs! They must eat chicken every night for
dinner, those Glasers!)

17 Her beach cottage at Quonochotaug, R.I., where she often went to rest and relax.
18 Pylee, my silver Persian cat & studio companion of many years, was to appear in numerous

illustrations: see Prayer for a Child by Rachel Field, which I illustrated (Macmillan, 1944) ; What
Miranda Knew by Gladys L. Adshead (Oxford, 1944), also illustrated by me; and Song of the Sun
(Macmillan, 1952).
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April 19 (Friday)

Would you do me a favor? On my Christmas card file box19 (the big one by the
window) are two big boxes of tracings from Maminka's Children. One is marked
Used & one Unused, I think. Anyway, would you put all the tracings into one of the
boxes & wrap it & send it to me here at the Parkside? Thanks.

Things are going finely; me'n the Glasers are thicker'n pea soup. And Willy Pogany
is a darling.

Last night I went with Peg to the Village Branch of the Library where her story-
telling class under Mary Gould Davis20 was meeting. They had a swell exhibit of the
best in children's book illustration from all over the world. And Anne Carroll Moore21

19 A large file in my studio for sketches & ideas for greeting cards, of which I designed a large
number, mostly Christmas, under contract, each year, for Herbert Dubler, Inc., later Crestwick.

20 Author, storyteller, member of the staff of the N.Y. Public Library, later editor of Books for
Young People, Saturday Review of Literature.

21 Head of the Children's Room, N.Y. Public Library for many years, author, critic, editor,
lecturer, authority on children's literature. See My Roads to Childhood, Anne Carroll Moore
(Doubleday, 1939).
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I think air mail is wonderful! I just write & the very next minute it seems comes a
letter back talking about what I just-now said! It's amazirig

Na! Don't worry about my living here. I dorft need any clothes, 1 could live for
months on the ones! have. I've got a box of Lux, and all I need to do is wash a pair of
stockings and some pants and I'm all set to go! And I love my hotel. It is so quiet.
Most people here live here, and work. Nobody goes to the theatre much, or anything
like that. Just work and go to bed early. So do 1. My dear little room wh[ch I feel
very much at home in is not at all hotel.y. Early American maple furniture & pewter
lamps. 12.5O a week. I think 1 live pretty cheaply. Last week's bill was $15.95. meals
& telephone included. You see, I have a few "invited" meals. And Lillian's lunch helps
a lot. We did have a beautiful hot stew today, and I ate two helpings! And home-made

today, after the men had left.
zinc. They look prettier than
instead of little steel marbles,
ood. So smooth, so smooth!

Bill would give me one. They're
elegant! And complicated! I wis
at fun. when the time comes, to

come rolling forth! We've got a swell paper, perfectly sweii. A sort of ivory color.
And tomorrow morning my first aluminum plate will be proved. I saw it up there
lying in its big bath to keep nice and wet overnight.

Why the aluminum plate? Well, it's so the printing itself can be done. Glass is
unlike stone; you don't print from it. When a big glass is completely finished and
inspected it's taken upstairs and laid upon a big sensitized aluminum plate and ex-
posed like a kodak film, only without having used the camera. A lot depends on the
guy who does this. If he's a guy with a hankering for getting the faintest of nuances to
show lie's likely to expose it too long, so the black will be too black. Or vice versa if
he's the opposite kind of guy. Also a lot depends on you. Maybe you haven't drawn
heavily enough on your light areas or delicately enough on your darks. After the

your big glass has to go downst
hopes not, though. Mistakes are

The Glasers really love this
Caldecott medal book of it or

worked on some more by you.
They're a sort of disgrace, too
said today that lie was going
attempt. Doris loves it, too.

spoke on Marie Shedlock22 who, as you know, was "the fuse that shot Lucinda into
storytelling in earnest."

I know I'll have to have a glass-topped table arrangement of some sort with a light
underneath in my own studio, when I get home. It's a great invention.

Oh, yi, yi, yi! Printer's life is the life for me!

April 22 (Monday)

mayonnaise every day!
Bill took me around fQr my tour of the works after

four. Here they use aluminum plates instead of zinc
because they're so shiny. For graining the plates, they
use little halls of a very special kind of tropical w wish
you could see them. I wish installing a new press
upstairs. Ach, it's big! And h Maminka's Children
could be printed on it! Wh see those huge sheets

exposure your drawing is on the aluminum. They give it a chemical bath and wash
it with a big sponge. Then they roll it up with ink and pull a proof. And this is a very
crucial moment. Sometimes they have to make another aluminum plate. Sometimes

airs and be Everybody
expensive.
book. Bill to make a
bust in the She groans

22 English storyteller, specializing in Andersen's tales.
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I love to be with Peg and her Bob. Such a studio he has, on a lop floor on West
12th Street. Right now his bathtub is full of baby ducks, just too dear! which lie is
drawing. I saw the dummy and sketches for the book he is doing. It's called Boston
Is Lovely in the Spring.2' And is it swell! The Common. Ihc pond and the swan.boats,
Louisherg Squarejust about all of Boston from a l)uck's-eye-view. And such a
feeling of duck maternity! Can lie draw, that young guy! And he hasn't even had
his Prix de Rome courses yet! Bob McCloskey is going to be somebody, mark my
words! We had such a nice, quiet time. Supper at Beatrice's in the Village, with huge
plates of spaghetti & Italian bread & wine to go with. And then we just sat on the
fiQor by Bob's fire & listened to everything on the radio and talked about things liKe-

Me: Bob, when you draw a duck do you sort of become a duck?
Bob: No, I don't exactly become one, but I feel aw/ully close to ducks.

I can't tell you how simply swell it is! coming home, first on the long walk beside
he Pennsy yards towards the beautifull.est sunset behind the city and all the tiny

lights shining like a jewel box. Then in the subway looking at the silly ad of the
moon dropping Vkk's Vatronol up her nose 1!) to here, to find a letter from you-all.

Golly, hut a lot has happened today! It was a balmy spring morning, so I woke
up bright and early, put on my spring coat & tooted over to work. What should I find
hut Mr. Pogany already there, and no Glasers. Unusual, to say the least, of Mr. Po-
gany, and most unusual of the Glasers. I sat down at my table. I'm getting quite used
to working with a great deal going on around. A great deal seems to follow Mr. Pogany
wherever he goes. Well, pretty soon in comes a tiny Flungarian man. Mr. Pogany's
art dealer. Sits down at Mr. Pogany's elbow & the two of them go into heights of
Flungarian conversation with a little English thrown in here and there. It was all
about these murals and those designs & Mr. Hearst & heaven knows what-all. Mean.
time Mr. Pogany is working away, and every once in a while the tiny art dealer comes
over to see my work &, leaning over it. says "Chah-xning! Chah-ming! ! I" Then some-
body calls Mr. Pogany on the telephone. "Oh, yes. Paula!" says Willy Pogany into
the phone. "Why, of course! I'd be de-lightedl Chah.iniiig! Chah.ming! Yes. I'll
do it right away! Oh, yes, Paula! I've already done one out in Hollywood and it's
bee-oo-ti-ful !" Hangs up. "Well," says he. "Paula wants me to design hera Hungarian
house. I'll do it tonight!" Houses, murals, books, they're all in the course of a de.
!ig/ztJul day's work to Mr. Pogany! And you know what? He discovered linoleum
cutting! In London. In 1908. He told me about it today, about going to his London
publisher with illustrations. Publisher said, "What chah.ming woodcuts!" And Willy
Pogany said, "They're not wood, they're linoleum!" Publisher said, "You're crazy.
Pogany! You mean the stuff you walk on?'

every time she thinks of having to go away to Texas and leave it. But then, she'll be
back in a week or so! As for me, I hope it'll be beautiful. "You big book, be beauti-
ful!" as Nanka would say.28

April 25 (Thursday)

23 Maminka's youngest child. See "Nanka and Marianka Make the Big Christmas Bread,"
p. 29, Mwninka's Children.

24 Published as Make Way for Ducklings (Viking, 1941) and awarded the Caldecott Medal for
that year.
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Illustration from "Peterkin" by Elaine and Willy Pogany, from Willy Pogany Papers.
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minutes before twelve down comes the proof from th
yesterday. Alter scrutinizing the proof Lillian says,
this. We're going to retake it right after lunch. Is Hi
(10 on it, Lizabetta?" Oh, my! Was there!

he de Lecuws & they said they'd go to
an engagement uptown at 2:00. So I lit

fast as I could, then up went the plate &
chraflt's & found them & we had an hour

together & they're wonderful! We're pals! Such gals! Extremely jolly. Adele is thin
& Cateau is fat. Adele writes. Cateau draws. They'd just delivered a book at Mac.
millan's. Well, we had a marvelous time, just roaring I laughing & talking about
doing books on glass, which Cateau has wanted to do for a long time. I took a taxi
ride with them up to 41st Street, just so we could laugh and roar some more.

So! Back to work. Lillian went home early to take care of Bill, & I had a nice quiet
session doing the rays on my Christmas tree picture, winch are terrific because
they're white rays & I have to go all around them with the 9H pencil, sharpening
between each half.ray! I got about 4 rays (lone. My goodness! The more I work on
this stuff the more I realize with awe what a piece of work Kate Seredy did for The
White Stagall on glass.

Bill came to the office today and seemed to be feeling pretty good. Only a hit pale
and wobbly. He's a funny guy. Nervoushis tummy goes in a bow.knot over every
book, Lillian says, lie cares so iniwl,.. Doesn't give a darn about making money, only
about making beautiful books! There was one girl who came to do her first book at
the Glasers. Bill said she was actually starving, too weak to work. So what (lid he do
hut pretend that it was customary for the printer to pay the artist for each plate made;
which he did. 25 bucks a plate, out of his own pocket, which is none too full, good.
ness knows. just to keep the girl going with enough to eat & a roof over her head.

Lillian has good strong insides hut isn't very good at sleeping. The other morning
she told me she'd been awake worrying & worrying over my buff tint. She began by
thinking that the brown of my 2.rolor pictures ought to be the same as the tint of

t. I wouldn't have misse
be complete delight. A
Every once in a while,

d dance around his tab

Well, at 11:30 in came poor Lillian. Bill had been sick, quite sick, all night. What
a shame! Well, I had a date to meet the de Leeuws25 at Macmillan's at 12:00. A few

e glass that I sent up day before
"We're not quite satisfied with

ere any correcting you'd like to

Whew! I called up Macmillan's & got t
Schraflt's & sit, but explained that they had
into Old Horse and Nanka & everybody as
out went I like a shot from a gun, & got to S

Now here I go out to find myself a steak because that's what I feel like having, &
maybe go to a movie because that's what I feel like doing.

April 29 (Monday)

my S-color ones, otherwise they'd have to go too dark in the one case and too light
in the other. And so on and on.

Willy Pogany is the guy with the right philosophy, seems to me. He's one of the
most wonderful people I ever me d meeting him for anything!
Every minute of living seems to nd everything he does is de-
lightful. He knows it is, and it is when he finishes something,
he'll begin to sing and laugh an le. "Elizabeth! Come here!"

Adele and Cateau de Leeuw, sisters and collaborators. They had just finished Dma and Betsy
(Macmillan, 1940).

26 P. 101, Maminha's Children.
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he'll say to me. This little bird is MAH-velous!" And I go quickly to see and begin
dancing around the table, too, and laughing. too, because it really is MAH.relous.
Afterwards one knows that hell never think about that little bird again, it will go its
way and he'll go his, enjoying to the full everything lie undertakes. And work keeps
pouring out of him anti upon him. A very exciting job came to him the other day
while we were working. An order to paint the Dionne Quintuplets: 5 portraits on
wood in the style of the old masters. 5000 bucks & all his expenses. He phoned his
wife all over the city & finally found her in a store. "DAB-hug!" shouts Willy into
the plion. "We're going to spend thc summer in Callendar. in Ontario!" Those little

I can just see them climbing
s one of the sights of Ness Y
last night at midnight. When
harpening pencils for him as

hundred-and-seventy-third book and, as he says, h&s "just beginningjust begin-
ning." He's made several movies & after the Quints he's going to make a feature-
length film of the Arabian Nights. It sounds lovely. 1 begged him to put Marouf into
ii And lie said he would. Marouf will he very much there," he said.

I)oes that answer your questions? I thought of course you knew of him. I believe
he's most famous for his stage design for Le Coq d'Or. He's now writing his auto-
hiograph & he's going to do a 1)00k for I)oris. He just walked in. not long ago, &
said he'd like to do a book for her.

When I arrived this morning Lillian sas calling upstairs: "Send a boy down for
three glass plates: the pink of the flower book, the black of Peterkin, and the tint
of Mazyzinka's Children!" So down comes the boys and away they go. In the afternoon
up goes Lillian. She comes back down. 'The metal plates are made," she says. "hut
we can't lia e proofs until tomorrow."

I'm glad you can't any
everything is blaek until all's fi
will be very pale in the book,
tint is background and almost

Another awfully nice person wh&s been coming ark on the dumm of his new
book for Viking is Bills du Bois8 He's a grand kid who does really beautiful work.
The Clasers seem to have done all his books. Now when he writes one he brings it
to them & they make a tlumm with him & jjrepare an estimate of costs & then Hilly
takes it to May Massee.° The 1)00k 1ies doing now is called The Flying Locoin olive.
He took it to May today & called p afterwards with the good news: she likes it!

25 A Book of Car
Peterkin. writt

:to ill ian Pkne
Vikingi.

girls will love Willy.
children's theatre. It'
He finished his book
& Mrs. Pogany was s

all over him. I must go to see his
ork evidently, and very beautiful.
I left at 7:00 he was going strong
fast as she could. This is his one-

of the proofs at this point. 'You'd be puzzled because
nished arid we can mix the colors. The tint plate, which
will look very black tomorrow morning, because the
solid.

"Marouf, the Cobbler of Cairo," one of the Arabian Nights tales, dearly beloved by our family
because of the opera Marouf which we had seen several times.

den Flowers, McKenny and Johnston (Macmillan, 1940).
en by Elaine Pogany, Willy's wife (McKay, 1940).
du Bois. He was awarded the Newbery Medal in 1947 for The Twenty One

Ba
ai Children's book editor, first at Doubleday, then at The Viking Press for many years. One of

the true pioneers of the children's book world.
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April 30 (Tuesday)

Well, we proved my tint plate, in color! And it's beautiful! It's the same as that
pale brown watercolor background I used in the first sketches.

You seem a bit perplexed about just what happens. So I'll tell you the story of the
tint plate, as an example. So! Here's a big glass rectangle with blue-prints on it, actual
size, of the key drawings of the 9 five-color pictures. O.K.? Now with a 9H pencil
you draw whatever lines or areas you want to have in this tint color. You draw right
on top of the blue-print. The absolutely solid places you paint on with thick, dirty-
looking, mud-colored stuff made of graphite. The first watercolor sketches you made
you use as your color guide. Wherever there is pale brown background in the sketches
you duplicate it on the glass. Whatever is white you leave blank. You leave the white
hen blank & the white squares in Marianka's kerchief & snowflakes & apple blossoms
& candle rays & white buttons. It takes a dreadfully long time because you have to
finish all the work in all the 9 pictures.

When at last the whole glass is done you take a magnifier, a ruler, and a terribly
sharp 911 pencil & put in the register marks which Lillian painstaking placed at the

corners and edges of all the pictures before the blue-prints were made. These have to
be done precisely and exactly. You have to draw your fine-pencil line along the exact
center of the blue-print line. And when Lillian says center she means center! You
have to get it right or you get heck. Even Mr. Pogany gets heck! At the top of each
picture you have to print TOP backwards, and at the bottom of each you have to print,
also backwards, the number of the page on which it will appear in the book and you
had better get it correct! Then you print, also backwards: WILLIAM C. D. GLASER
47.07 Pierson Place, Long Island City, L.I., ORDER NO. 77777 (or whatever)-
Marninka's Children. Then you fill in one of the five empty squares on the blueprint
to indicate which of the five colors this place represents. (There is a separate plate
for each color, five altogether, for the 5-color pictures.
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You go over the entire plate very thoroughly with a magnifier to make sure that
no infinitesimal cinder or speck or eyelash has fallen on the surface anywhere, that
no microscopic bubbles or scratches air ii your solid areas, because everything
shows! Then you say Whoopee! & call Lillian who comes to inspect it all meticu-
lously with her tiny glass, and then, if it's O.K.. she sends for Joe to come down and

Well! Now it is the day after tomorrow. When you go to work you see Joe standing
by your table waiting for you with a great. big smile and a great big proof of your
tint plate and the aluminum plate rolled up with ink. You and Lillian now go over
proof awl plate %ith Inatuniers. to see ii there he any flaws. If there are. and they
appear on both the aluminum plate and the proof, then you mark the aluminum plate
to he corrected by the plate guy. If they are only on the proof, then you mark that
for the proving guy.

Now, say, all's O.K. It's volor.mixing time! And time for proving in color. Lillian
calls up Charlie the proving man, to find oW if you can come up. Charlie says O.K.
So up you go to the l.tli floor, walk and walk until yOU come to a place which says
GLASERS ONLY. You go in and there's Charlie with your metal plate and proof.
Joe has run up the back stairs with them! I You have your watercolor sketches in

hand, to go by. The tint plate is first in order of printing. You have to plan the order
of printing the colors depending on the strength and emphasis you want. We are
)rinhing: I I Tint 2) Red 3 p Brown 4 Black SI Blue.

made of. You say a little red, a little yellow, a smidgeon of blue and some white.
Printer's ink is different from natercolor. of course. You have to interpret. Charlie
mixes. Another guy wets your aluminum tint plate with a big sponge. Charlie rolls
mixed ink onto the plate. '[lien he lays a big sheet of paper down on the bed beyond
the plate. lie blows on the plate and fans it. Then he says ."Oop!" anti the helper rolls
a huge rubber cylinder quickly over the plate. over onto the paper and hack. Every-
thing on the aluminum plate has now been tnLnsferred to hr paper. by means of the
rubber cylinder. \ ou serootinize. It is too light. Do it all over again. It is too pink.
Again. Too muddy. Again & again until it is just right. It's go/ta be right. This is ii
for all time for the tint plate! You're on tenterhooks because you know that every
proving session like this costs the Glasers 6 bucks. FinallyEureka!it is just right.
You thank Charlie & go downstairs with your proof. You show it to Bill. then you
put it iii the locker marked MAMINKA'S CHILDREN, where it will wait for the
moment of proving the color
live colors shall have been mi
start printing your whole book

Clear as mud? Probably!

made into pages. For the chapter
point. We went over the whole text

At last away it went to be set up
laboring over it this very minute!

get it.

Joe takes it to the 4th floor, where it is laid upon the aluminum plate and exposed.
And you must now wait till day after tomorrow.

Charlie has a big stone slab, many colors of ink & a big roller. You show him
places in your sketches where the tint alone shows.. He asks what colors the tint is

next in line. And so on until some fine day when all
xed and proved and marked O.K. and all is ready to
on the big steam press.

Today Lillian and I got the text ready to be
headings we picked a bold Italic Cloister face, 14
from the master galleys and found several errors
by the night shift. Poor guys! They're probably
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I miss Mr. Pogany now that his book is finished. But tomorrow comes a girl from
Harrisburg to begin work at his table. I'll probably like her. I seem to like all
children's book people.

You know the Petershams' Christ Child? 2 Well, Bill & Lillian seem to have printed
about everything of theirs except that. It was done in Germany. Now it needs another
printing. Germany is out, of course! So the Glasers are going to do it. For the past
2 days Lillian & Bill have been analyzing the Christ Child, examining the pictures
with the tiny magnifying glass, trying to see what colors went into the ink mixture.
I've joined in sometimes. Such arguments! Chrome yellow or not chrome yellow. Etc.

May3 (Friday)

Home to my little nest after what seems a long vacation, but really only since
yesterday morning. Lucille Wallower arrived from Harrisburg and with her came
her editor, Marjorie McKay of the McKay Company in Philey. They dunirnied all
day. Then the Glasers took us all to dinner away at the tip of Long Island. The darling-
est place. The Maine Maid it's called. Reminded me of the Wayside Inn. Such a lovely
drive out there! my first real look at Long Island. Such beautiful springtime, all
blossomy & bright green & warm & faery, and little frogs croaking.

By the time we got through dinner it had started to rain. By the time we got to
Jamaica where I was to take the train it was pouring & Bill & Lillian wouldn't let me
go home. So I went to their house where we had a regular dormitory. Lillian gave
me a nightgown to wear. The Glasers have a wonderful tooth-brush collection for
just such occasions. They have a whole supply of new ones & a big box of used ones
sealed in envelopes marked Maud P., Miska P., W. Pogany, etc etc. So I took a new
one, used it, and now I have an envelope too! We got up at half-past six & had a right
merrie breakfast. They have a nice, big house, those Glasers.

Lucille Wallower is very sweet. The funniest thing happened. As the day went on
I kept discovering that she knew a lot about me. She's shy, doesn't say much, but
things sorta spill out. Yesterday she came peeking over my shoulder. "Oh, I always
feel like hugging your children!" she said. And I found out that she knows Ragnian34
backwards and forwards. She talked about Mich and Tobie as though they were part
of her family back in Harrisburg! That noon we were talking about technique. Says
Lucille: "Remember what you did on your cover for Household Magazinenot the
skating one but the one with the rocking horse?" She's doing a darling book about
life on a canal boat in Pennsylvania. I really wished that I knew something of hers.
Well, at the Glasers' house we were all looking at books & I came upon one I'd had
out of the library for so long when I was doing Maminka, that Bohemian one, re-
member? Sez 1, "Oh! here's an old friend! Nanka of Old Bohemia! I know her well!"
Sez Lucille very modestly, "Really? I did the pictures." Sure enough, she did! So I
could tell her how valuable it had been to me. So we have a lot in common, including
red hair!

32 The Christ Child by Maud and Miska Petersham (Doubleday, 1931). Printed in Leipzig.
33 Lucille Wallower, author-illustrator. Her book: A Conch Shell for Molly (McKay, 1940).
34 Ragman of Paris (Oxford, 1937).
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Erick Berry35 was in the office today working on a dummy, a book for Eunice
Blake.3° She sounded awfully nice, but I was too embarrassed to go out & meet her
on account of that illustration I had to do for her story, Sojo, in the Umbrella book.
She's a much better artist than I. And it was her own story.

Maminka's page proofs are done & they look very nice. The type I mean. I'm
finishing the blue plate. The red is done. In not so long now they'll all blossom forth
together, the text and all the colors, and we'll have a finished book, one I do hope
Bill & Lillian can be proud of.

From the Glasers' we see more things going on at the Fair!37 All the funny little
engines and fancy big ones for the Railroad Show. Yesterday two tremendous orange
box cars arrived. LIVE WHALE EXHIBIT they said. We wondered if the whale
might be in both cars, head in one, tail in the other!

35 One of Erick Berry's African Tales was in the Association for Childhood Education collection
of stories Told Under the Magic Umbrella (Macmillan, 1939), which I illustrated.

36 Children's book editor at Oxford University Press.
7 The New York World's Fair, about to open for its second season.
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May 15 (Wednesday

Maminka is Done, and this was the day of celebration! A very hot, lovely, race-
aroundy, sunshiny day.

And now, at this point, I might as well tell you what has been so hard to keep
from you all this time, though you may have guessed. The fact is: I did it all on glass.
Every durn bit, black and all. Which was what those Glasers wanted to do all the
time, ever since last January. Which was why I asked you to send the tracings. We
discarded all the black-and-whites I worked so hard on all those weeks at home, and
all those half-tone reproductions the Glasers made of them. I couldn't tell you because
I knew you'd have 10,000 fits. I didn't even tell Doris for several days after we decided
to do it. I didn't really know until today that our decision was right. Well, now I know.
And am I glad!

Wotta day! First I called up Wilma McFarland who is in town, to say I was
sorry about the halftones. She said she was sorry, too, that they couldn't reproduce
from reproductions & wasn't it too bad they couldn't have the originals! Sez I, "You
can have the whole bunch! We're not even going to use them! They're over in Doris
Patee's office." Sez she, "Well, that changes the whole picture. Can I have those
originals and a manuscript today?" Sure, sez I.

Called up Doris to see if that was all right. Sure, sez she. Then I went to have my
hair washed. And in the middle of that process I called up Bill. "Come right over
here!" sez Bill. Well, try and explain something like that to a hairdresser! But any-
way, with quite damp hair I got out of there & onto the subway, over to Brett Litho.
& up the stairs two-at-a-time, arriving just as Joe came triumphantly down from the
proving room with the final full-color proof. Gosh! It was swell! Did we gloat! Every-
body stopped work to gloat! We had chocolate cake and ice water, and everybody
hugged everybody else & hooted I shouted & oh! those Glasers were so proud and
happy!

Then it was "Quick! Get them to Doris!" So everybody, the Glasers, me, Lucille,
Vera Neville (who is now working at my table & Helene Carter (who happened to
be there (, got scissors & we all cut and pasted & in about 15 minutes a/i the pictures
for Marninka's Children were mounted on cardboard & I was racing down the stairs
& out. "Call up when Doris sees them!" they shouted after me. "We've got to know!"

On and off the subway again. And over to Macmillan's. When I arrived Wilma
McFarland was just leaving with the discarded originals & the manuscript. She was
delighted. "Run across the street to Longchamps as soon as you can!" she said to
me at the door. "I want you to meet somebody." I said O.K., and away she went.

In Doris's office I opened the package of mounted pictures. Was she delighted!
We looked them over one by one. Then she rang for Gertrude Blumenthal, her assist-
ant, and Miss McFee, the advertising gal. And were they delighted! In fact, Doris
declared a holiday to celebrate Maininka's Children.

At Longchamps, with Wilma McFarland, was Barbara Nolen!° Wilma took out
the originals I'd given her for Child Life while we had tea. Right away Barbara Nolen
said: "Maminka has got to be in Story Parade, too!" Whereupon she and Wilma
conferred and decided: everything that Child Life wasn't going to use, Story Parade

38 Editor of Child Li/c, a magazine for children published in Chicago.
Editor of Story Parade, a magazine for children, published in New York.
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would. So there you see! After a hue chat I flew out of Longchamps and stopped in
a drug store to call up the Glasers with the good news: she likes them!

On to Doris's house. In that short time she had organized a garden party! She had
watered the garden & turned on the fountain & was fixing little sandwiches. In a few
minutes the guests began to arriveMacmillan people, salesmen, booksellers. Peter-
shams. And did we celebrate! With the fountain going and the bright red tulips
blooming all around, the proofs were looked at and oh-ed and ah-ed over until there

nt home Doris & I had a q
of happy-ending-ness! A
who lives in the apartm
she's the person who wro

his de-lig/uJul lette
going to be awful
sleepy for another
G'nig}it!
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at
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7____r

° Ruth Hill Viguers, for many years editor of The Horn Rook, a magazine about children's
books and reading, published in Boston.
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were holes in them almost. And we drank to Maminka in rum cocktails & whiskies-&.
sodas and everybody was delighted.

When they all we
& the very essence
friend Ruth Hill,40
Lucinda's, too, and
reading the first version of the
was she delighted!

So that's the end of
time being anyway. It's
Well, so to bed. I'm too
about plans and trains.

uiet little dinner, accompanied by smiles
fter dinner up came Doris's very good
ent below. She's a very good friend of
te that swell criticism of Maminka after

ms., before there were any pictures, remember? And

r, the end of printer's life for me, for the
ly hard to say goodbye to those Glasers!
word. I'll write some more tomorrow, all

Love,
Siz




